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***

Many of you have probably seen that even the Washington Post is admitting to complete
failure for Ukraine, NATO, and the US in their so-called “counteroffensive”.

More than a week after the start of Ukraine’s much-hyped counteroffensive, which Kyiv and
its Western supporters say will push the Russian invaders back to pre-invasion lines, there
are signs that Ukraine is unlikely to achieve lightning gains.

Russia’s  military  failures  last  year  created  a  misperception  of  weakness.  Offensive
operations  are  far  more  difficult  and  attacking  armies  suffer  far  more  casualties  than  the
defending side.

“The Russians are fighting on well-prepared positions and have accumulated a sufficient
amount of artillery ammunition, plus they have more drones… ”

“There  are  so  many  minefields  in  front  of  positions  and  many  kilometers  away  from
them, on the roads, in the fields, and it’s really difficult,”

“And a lot of Ukrainian breaching equipment has been destroyed already, so trying to
cut through all these mines is a real challenge. That’s the first line of defense.”

Then come the drones. Pro-war Russian bloggers and reporters have gleefully posted video
clips of Lancet drones smashing Western materiel on a near-daily basis over the past two
weeks.

Russian forces are also using aviation more actively.

President  Vladimir  Putin  boldly  asserted that  Ukraine’s  combat  losses were “ten times
higher” than Russia’s casualties.
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“I don’t see panic anywhere on the Russian lines.”

Ukrainian  army  is  still  facing  its  main  test:  breaking  through  to  Russian  lines  and
persevering in large-scale infantry fighting.

See this.

In other words:

Ukraine  is  being  hammered  by  drones,  by  air  attacks,  by  artillery,  led  to  their
destruction through enormous minefields which they cannot clear – and after two weeks
of enormous losses and useless efforts, Ukraine hasn’t even once broken into Russia’s
first  line  of  defensive  positions.  And  all  this  in  spite  of  NATO  having  given  Ukraine
everything they could in advanced equipment (Leopard 2, Challengers, Bradleys, M777,
Storm Shadow), in NATO training, NATO officers on the ground (several killed in Russian
airstrikes), US military AI software like Paladir, and US spy satellites giving Ukraine live-
feed of the situation on the ground. And Ukraine hasn’t even “broken through” to
Russia’s  first  line  of  defense.  Ukraine tries  to  attack  without  air  defense.  Ukraine also
tries to attack with big inferiority in artillery power. And Ukraine tries to attack through
minefields  which  they  don’t  know and  which  they  don’t  have  the  equipment  to  clear.
Ukraine is already caught up and destroyed in what Russia calls the “flexible zone” in
front of its first defensive lines. All of NATO was for nothing.

There you have it.

No wonder that Western voices in “Ukraine Pravda” talking about “making a pause” in
Ukraine’s suicidal “offensive” efforts – it’s just a losing circus. See this.

Everything NATO does is to murder Ukrainian men on the frontlines.

Ukraine is wasted.
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